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3.4. Differentiable mappings into a direct product.

...,

(3.4.1) Proposition. Let F1, F,
F El, E, ..., E be a
family o/separated ranked vector spaces and fl" FI-EI, f "F.E,
f" FE a family of mappings. Let x ft" Ft-- x Ei be a mapping

from x Fi into E defined by,

.,

...,

( f)(x)--(f(x), f(x),
f(x,))
Then
e
x)
element
x-(x,
x,
any
F.
f" F- Ei is
for
am)e
point
at
the
as,
a-(a,
Fi
if and only if for
differentiable
the point at e F,
at
erentiable
is
m) f" FE
each i (i-1, 2,
diff
and then
( X fi)’(a)-- X f(a).
Proof. (a) Suppose that ft" F-Ei is differentiable at
a)e F, i.e., there exists a map xl
the point a-(a, as,
E) such that the map. x r" x F E defined by
e L(X Fi
( X fi)(a + h)= ( x f)(a) + ( l)(h) + ( X r)(h)
h) e x F.
is a remainder, where h-(h, h.,
i- 1, 2, ..., m.
.’. f(a + h)- fi(a) + l(h) + r(h),
We shall show that it follows rom l e L( F E) that for each
i (i--1, 2,..., m)
l e L(Fi E).
In act, by x l e L( F x E),
( l)(h + h’) ( l)(h) + ( l)(h’)
h) are arbitrary elements
h), h’-(h, h’,
where h-(h, h,
of F. From this we have
l(h, + h))
(l(hl 4- h), l.(h. + h),
l(h))
l(h))+ (l(h), l(h),
-(/(h), l(h),

.,

...,

...,

...,

...,

...,

...,

...,

...,

(l(hl) + l(h), l.(h) + l.(h’),.
l(h / h)- l(h) + l(h),

.’.

...,

...,
., l(h) / l(h)).
i= l, 2, ..., m.

That is, l, L.,
l are linear.
By Xl e L(XF xE), xl is continuous, and therefore it is
obvious that l is continuous.
m.
i-l, 2,
.’. l e L(Fi E),
implies
E)
x
r e R(F E),
We shall next show that X r e R( X F
m.
i--1, 2,

...,

...,
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Let {Zn)--{(Xnl Xn2
and {2} a sequence in
plies

Xnm)} be a quasi-bounded sequence in F
such that 20, then r e R( F,
E) im-

’’.,

lim

flim(r(2x)
2
{lim r(2nxn)
2n

,’.

.’.

( r)(2z)

0

r.(2nXn)

rm(2nXnm))}90

2n
O,

lim r(2x’)
2

f R(P N), f R(P N),

...,

herefore f" NN is differentiable at the point

0,

R(N

a P, for i-1,

(b) Suppose conversely that or eaeh i (i= 1, 2,
is differentiable at the point a N, i.e.,

where
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l L(N N), l e L(F, N),

., and

., l e L(N

..., m) f

N

N) r R(N N),

R(F N). hus we have
( X Z)(a + h) ( x f)(l + ( X )(h) + ( x r)(h)
where a-(a, a, ..., e) and h-(ht, h, ..., h) xN.
It only remains to rove that
XL(xP; XN) and XrR(XN; x
It is clear that we have

r R(N N),

In fact, let h-(h, h, ..., h), h’-(h, h, ..., h) be arbitrary
elements in x N, then
( x )(h + h’)- ((h + h, (h, + h, ..., (h +
((hl + (hl, ,(h + (h, ..., (h) +
q(h, ,(h,l,..., (h+ ((h, ,(h,...,
( x )(h) + ( x l(h’

"

x N is linear.
x N
Since l" NN (i= 1, 2,
is also continuous,

i.e.,

., m)

are continuous, X l"

xNx

XleL(xN; XN).
that
We shall next show
xf e R(XP; XN). Pot this, let {}
={(, z, ..., z)} be any quasi-bounded sequence in x N and
a sequence in with 20, then
.’.
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Since

r e R(F E), r e R(F
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’"
...,
E),
r e R(F

X:

/"

E),

By (1.g.1) we get

.llim

( x r) (2 )

}0

XreR(xF; xE).
is differentiable at the point a=(a, a,

.’.

Thus f:
e F and

F E

..., a)

x f( ).
(3.4.2) Proposition. Let E, E, E, ..., E be a family of separated ranked vector spaces and f EE, f: EE, ..., f EE
a family of mappings. Let Hf be a mapping from E into x E defined by
(Hf)(x)=(A(x), f(x), ..., f(x))
for any x e E. Then Hf: E x E is diff erentiable at a point a e E if
and only if for each i (i=l, 2,..., m) f: EE is di]erentiable at
( x f)’(a)

the poin$ a e E, and then
(Hf)’(a)= Hf (a).
Proof. (a) Suppose that Hf E E is differentiable at the
point a e E. Let us consider for each k (k=l, 2,
m) a mapping
P x EE defined by

...,

Pz:x
for any element z=(x, x,..., x)e x E. Then it is clear that
P" xEE is linear and continuous, and therefore by (3.2.1)it is
differentiable at each point in X E.
Since

f=P. Hf,
by the chain rule f is differentiable at the point a e E.
(b) Suppose conversely that f EE, f EE,
f EE
are differentiable at the point a e E. Then by (3.4.1) the mapping

...,

.

xf: xE=ExE
is differentiable at the point (a, a, ..., a) e E

Now let us consider a mapping d:EE defined by
d(x)=(x, x, ..., x) e E
for any x e E. It is obvious that d" EE is linear and continuous.
Hence by (3.2.1) it is differentiable and d’(a)=d.
Since

Hf x f. d,
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by the chain rule

IIf is differentiable at the point a e E,
(IIf)’(a)= II f (a).
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